Launch call on legitimate stability

NWO-WOTRO, together with the Knowledge Platform Security & Rule of Law, launched the sixth call for applied proposals of the Security and Rule of Law research programme at the Stockholm Forum on Peace and Development. The theme of this call is ‘The political dilemma of legitimate stability’. Preliminary proposals need to be received by 5 June.

Read further >

Meetings

17 May
Literature review meeting on roles of CSOs for inclusive development

6 Jun
NWA-SDG information and networking event

7 Jun
Final meeting 'Conflict and Cooperation in the Management of Climate Change' (CCMCC) programme (no link available)

Deadlines

17 May
Deadline call 2018: Cooperation Indonesia-The Netherlands

24 May
Deadline applications final review RIDSSA

Fist programme round for Dutch National Research Agenda

In 2018, an extra 70 million euros will be made available for the Dutch National Research Agenda. An information and networking event for the route ‘Sustainable Development Goals for inclusive global development’ is planned in the morning of 6 June at NWO, the Hague.

Read further about the NWA programme >

Evaluators wanted for final review on inclusive development

As the Research for Inclusive Development in Sub-Saharan Africa (RIDSSA) programme will come to a close in 2018, NWO-WOTRO is tendering a final review on programme level. This review should assess the performance of the programme in terms of results (accountability) and identify recommendations and learning from the programme setup and conceptualisation.

Read further >
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 Jun</strong></td>
<td>Deadline SRoL-ARF6 call 'The political dilemma of legitimate stability'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>18 Jun</strong></td>
<td>Deadline call for transnational research on climate changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 Jul</strong></td>
<td>Deadline first round CGIAR Senior Experts Programme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New NWO-strategy 2019-2022**

The strategic plan describes five ambitions of NWO to facilitate the scientific and societal impact of Dutch research in the coming years. This requires an effective organisation that focuses on the connection within science and between science and society.

[Read further >](#)

**First call for the Cooperation Indonesia - The Netherlands programme**

The call aims at financing inter- and trans-disciplinary research and invites consortia of research institutes and other organisations (both public and private) in the Netherlands and in Indonesia to submit joint proposals.

[Read further >](#)

**UDW meets Bangladesh deltaplanning**

Over a 100 researchers and government representatives from Bangladesh and the Netherlands attended the conference ‘UDW meets Bangladesh Deltaplanning’ in Dhaka, organised by the Urbanising Deltas of the World research and innovation programme.

[Read further >](#)

**Expected soon! Call to fund senior CGIAR-experts**

A call for Senior Expert within the framework of the Netherlands – CGIAR partnership will be launched in the week of 14 May 2018. Herewith, Dutch senior experts involved in CGIAR research or management, will be offered a chance to spend (more) time on their CGIAR activities.

[Read further >](#)
Also interested in receiving the NWO newsletter?

NWO now shares her news via a general newsletter. In this NWO newsletter you will find the latest news about grants, new calls and meetings, filtered according to your preferences i.e. the scientific discipline(s) that you are interested in. Would you be interested in receiving the NWO newsletter, beside this WOTRO newsflash? Please let us know!

Subscription form >

Seven Dutch projects on Transformations to Sustainability

NORFACE and the Belmont Forum jointly fund twelve transnational research projects that will start in 2018. ST-ASGM is a great follow-up of the (CoCoOn) project of Marjo De Theije. Leon Hermans from T2S: H2O is also a UDW project leader. Congratulations to you both, and of course to all other granted projects!

Read further >

Call for transnational research on climate changes

With the call ‘Climate Impact Research, Economic Assessment and Pathways to Sustainability’, AXIS wants to strengthen the coherence and integration of climate research and connect this with societal issues. Collaboration, multidisciplinary research and societal impact take centre stage in the call. The deadline for the compulsory pre-proposals is 18 June 2018.

Read further >
NWO launches 'Refugees in Science' pilot

The aim of this programme is to fund academics who have fled their home country. Candidates must hold a master's degree or a doctorate and must have been granted refugee status in the Netherlands.